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ABSTRACT: According to the theory of detonation and stress wave, initial shock pressure in wall 
of air-decoupled charge was deduced in theoretical and blasting stress field of air-decoupled charge 
in rock was established. Influence of decoupled coefficient to blasting stress field was analyses 
combined with test result, the result further proved decoupled charge can reduce compression stress 
obviously, the greater coefficient and stress reduce the more notable. 

INTRODUCTION  
At present, decoupled charge structure is one of widespread used charge structure; air and water are 
commonly used coupling medium, for the detonation wave and gas indirectly impact on blast-hole 
wall by through couplant, so compression force and blasting stress field in are different for differ-
ence between couplant. Both home and abroad also carried out many research in this area, mainly 
concentrated in blasting energy propagation of water and air decoupled, initial shock pressure, ex-
perimental investigation and numerical simulation of blasting mechanism[1~7]. However, theoretical 
study of air decoupled charge blasting stress field are seldom find, this article intended calculated 
blasting stress field of air-coupled charge in theoretical, and combined with the test results analysis 
influence of decoupled coefficient on blasting stress field.  

BLASTING STRESS FIELD CALCULATION OF AIR DECOUPLE CHARGE  

CALCULATION OF HOLE WALL INITIAL SHOCK PRESSURE  
There are multiple calculation methods for air decoupled charge blasting hole wall the initial shock 
pressure calculation, basically have the following several:  
1) Assumptions no air exist in the gap, explosion detonation products entropy expansion in gap with 
k =3, expansion initial pressure is average explosion detonation pressure, so evaluated hole wall ini-
tial impact pressure as follow [8]:  
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Where: 1P  is explosion detonation products incident pressure before collision hole wall; eρ is 
density of explosives; VD is detonation velocity of explosives; dK is decoupled coefficient of hole, 

dK = cb dd / ， bd 、 cd  is diameter of blasting hole diameter and charge respectively; n is multiple 
of pressure increased when detonation gas impact hole wall, according to reference[8], n=8~11. 
2) Air exists between charge and hole wall, air shock wave generates in gap at first after explosive 
blast, then air shock wave impact on hole wall causes hole pressure, its value is: 
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Where, aρ  is air density ( aρ =1.25x10-3 g/cm3); aD  is air shock wave propagation velocity in 
hole wall, and related with charge decoupled coefficient and detonation products diffusion speed; 
k  is average adiabatic index of air in gap, k =1.17~1.25; n still is multiple of pressure increased 
when detonation gas impact hole wall, but its value is different from preceding, n=0~20, exact val-
ue depends on incidence of air shock wave pressure.  
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3) Above two methods are calculated by one-stage constant entropy expansion, which is different 
from the actual detonation gas state, especially at larger charge decoupled coefficient. So some 
studies suggest that, expansion process of detonation products should be considered as two-stage 
constant entropy expansion[9~11], for average power industrial explosives, critical pressure of two-
stage demarcation point PK =200MPa. When incidence of air shock wave pressure P1≥PK, When in-
cidence of air shock wave pressure P1≥PK, calculated in accordance with k=3 constant entropy ex-
pansion, when P1＜PK, calculated according to the γ =1.3 adiabatic expansion, so:  
When, P1≥PK  
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When, P1＜PK  
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Where, P1 is explosion detonation products incident pressure before collision hole wall; PK  is criti-
cal pressure of two-stage demarcation point, its value is 200MPa; n is multiple of pressure increased 
when detonation gas impact hole wall, general values is 8; eρ is density of explosive; VD is deto-
nation velocity of explosive; k is adiabatic index of detonation gas, k=3; bd 、 cd  is diameter of 
blasting hole diameter and charge respectively; x is an instantaneous hole wall displacement; γ  is 
entropy of ideal gas, γ =1.3; wP  is average detonation pressure, its value:  
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4) Because hole wall displacement is too small for negligible, in this condition, derived the follow-
ing initial hole wall shock pressure formula of decoupled charge blasting [12]: 
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Physical meaning of symbol in the equation is the same as former. The formula adequately take in-
fluence of rock properties into consider, this is fundamental different from the above calculation 
method. In fact, extent of incident wave refraction and reflection at the hole wall is different for 
rock’s impedance diversity. 
BLAST STRESS FIELD CALCULATION  
Put hole wall of the initial shock pressure of air-decouple charge into stress wave attenuation for-
mula[8], access to blasting stress field of air-decoupled charge, that is,  
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BLASTING MODEL EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS ANALYSIS  
According to similarity theory and similarity criterion, small charge concrete model blasting exper-
iment were did, tested the explosion stress in specimen, research the influence of decoupled coeffi-
cient to blasting stress field.  
MODEL PRODUCTION AND TESTING SYSTEM  
Model is poured by 425# Portland cement with sifted sand. To reduce the influence of boundary ef-
fect, we use rather larger sizes of model 350mm×450mm×700mm, maintenance more than 28 days. 
Strain brick use the same material and ratio as the test block, sizes is 30mm×30mm×300mm. Polish 
with sandpaper until it is smooth, then stick the strain gauge (BX120-5AA) with glue 502, its sensi-
tivity coefficients is 2.08% and resistance 120 Ω. 8 pieces for each strain brick, and layout a point 
every 60mm, 4 points totally. We welding on the single cable after the strain gages are sticked, in-
sulating and waterproofing it with AB glue. 
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Making use of the pre-receive strain brick as sensor to receive explosion signal, using super dynam-
ic strain indicator and oscilloscope to collect and analyze the data. The super dynamic strain indica-
tor are manufactured by Institute of Mechanics, Chinese Academy of Sciences, and the oscilloscope 
were manufactured by Agilent Technologies of United States, and the model number is 54815A, 
with bandwidth 500 MHz, 4 channels, sampling rate 1GSa/s.  
Drilling fixed depth as 180 mm during the experiments, using special electric detonators (diameter 
of the detonator is 6 mm, length of 40 mm, installed 0.3g dinitrodiazophenol, charge density of 1.0 
g/ cm3, detonation velocity 4200 m/s, explosion heat 4000 kJ/kg). Small detonator installed to the 
end of hole, reserved air in the hole, and blocked off with fine sand and 502 glue, length of 40mm.  
Test results and analysis 
Test results shows in Table 1. 
 
Table 1 Actual measurement results of radial stress 
Hole diameter 

(mm) 
Decoupled 
coefficient 

Stress（MPa） 
1 2 3 4 

10 1.67 112.13 94.137 66.268 23.008 
12 2.00 99.089 75.716 41.618 16.918 
14 2.33 89.072 50.151 35.172 10.586 
16 2.67 61.424 47.506 13.429 7.105 

 
 
 

Curves of peak stress with proportional distance of different decoupled coefficient as Figure1 and 
Figure2 shows; take testing data into formula (7), curves of calculated peak press with proportional 
distance as show in Figure3 and Figure4. 

 
Figure1 The curve of peak pressure along with ratio distance (Kd =2.33) 

 
            

Figure2 The curve of peak pressure along with ratio distance (Kd =2.67) 
According to testing and calculated results in Table 1, attenuation law of peak stress value with dis-
tance of air-decoupled charge blasting is: 
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−
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Figure3 The curve of stress along with ratio distance (Kd =2.33) 

 
Figure4 The curve of stress along with ratio distance (Kd =2.67) 

 
From blasting model test results and analysis conclusions can draw:  
(1) The more near to the hole, the higher explosion stress, the peak stress decreased significantly as 
the distance increases, and decreasing rate of initial phase is larger, slow decline after the next stage, 
stress “platform phenomenon” appeared. 
(2) With increment of decoupled coefficient dK , the same measurement point’s peak stress de-
creased, reaction time increased. With the increase of dK  reflects explosives dynamic and static 
action relative change, its dynamic action weakening, static action strengthening. This is further 
proved the charge decouple coefficient does have significant influence on blasting pressure, air in 
the gap played a buffer role, The first explosive detonation wave compressed couple medium in the 
gap, forming a thin class of solid-phase material, a lot of elastic energy collected, so that part of the 
kinetic energy inverted, peak pressure caused by initial shock effect decreases and then, collected 
elastic energy released through the detonation gas, resulting “platform phenomenon”, thus delaying 
the pressure attenuation, extended duration of action. 

CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper, blasting stress field calculation formula was deduced in theoretical, and influence of 
decoupled coefficient to blasting stress field was analyses combined with test result. The result 
proved that decoupled charge can reduce compression stress obviously, the greater coefficient and 
stress reduce the more notable. In actual blasting engineering, should according to engineering re-
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quirements, rock and construction conditions, choose rational charging structure, such as choose 
decouple charge structure with bigger decouple coefficient for presplit blasting, smooth, etc. 
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